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ABSTRACT

An enviroowntal radiation Monitor for radon dsc«y products has been

tested under laboratory controlled conditions. The instruasnt is of a quasi-

tias-integr«tieg type sad wai tested in conjunction vith a radon 'box'

calibration facility. In addition, the rscponse of the tssnitor to thoroa dacsy

products was aleo studied. It has been found that the instnnsnt appreciably

underestimates the radon daughter Working Level (ML). This is attributed to

plate-out of decay products in the aesitor sampling head. The difference

between Bonitcr reading sad tha UL by greb~ce^»lic,g uas higher for tow aerosol

concentrations. Plate-out on the instrument detector and esapliog bead, and

contamination effects hava been observed for the thoron case. Experimental

results nave been cos^areo wicn cneoreticsi. cxpeci.Bi.ion. terciai igi^iMui

has been found between theoretical and espericental d&ca. The aoaitor is slow

to react to Budden changes ia radiation level. However, in spite of the above

drawbacks, the instruasnt should prove quite useful in the routine monitoring

of surface and underground environments provided so&e suggested changes in the

instrument are introduced.

* Research Scientist and RsCiation Project Leader, ** Physical Scientist,
Elliot Lake Laboratory, CASKET, Energy, Mines and Retources Canada, Elliot
Lake, Ontario.
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OTRODUCTZOS

Adaquata taiaa air quality control is attained by asaitoring radiation

levels. Proper radiation acnitoriBg prevents uaaacassary risk to occupational

workars. a- and y-Tsdistioa aonitoring is eossean in ureni.ua nines and tha

uraniua Billing industry. Uov*var, unlass high gr&da ores «rc ained and

processed, onJ.y a-radiatica usually naeds to ba considerad. Tha e-radlatlon

variable of intorast ie in cast cases tha Working Laval (UL), a aaesura of tha

a-energy eaitted by cha ralon gas progeny.

Radiation oanitoring is essentially of two kinds: grab-sailing aad

continuous aonitoring.

In the grsb-sss&lins ESthod an air ssaple ia tekea asd the radiation

leval is determined. Most of tba sxperiaetieal eathode that hava ba*n davaloped

for the determination of the WL involve tha oaasuresant of a-particles frota

either RaA or RaC' or both (1 to 8 ) . However, techniques bated en 6-particle

count have also been investigated and applied (9 to 12). Relatively sicpl«

techniques involving a single total a- or B-count ere coaacmly used when the

only radiation variable of interest is the VL (1 to 5, 10, 11). Other more

sophisticated techniques based on several a-counts enable the calculation of

the radon daughters concentrations in addition to the WL (7,8).

The Kusnetz (2,3), Markov (1) and Itolle (4,5) methods, based on a

single total a-count, and the 6-particle method, e.g., (10), based on a single

total B-count, permit a sinple determination of the WL. A more accurate

determination of the WL, in addition to the calculation of the concentration

of the radon decay products, is possible if use is made of other more

sophisticated techniques, such a.* the Tsivoglou method (7), the Thomas method

(B) or some a-spectromctric methods (13,14,15).

The need for a simple, fast and reliable method for the routine

m
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determination of th« VL in »in« atmoapharsa rulca out aany of the above

techniques. But avtn ona of tha sitEpleas ami oo«t popular Mthoda in Canada

and tha U.S.A., tha Kueaet* oat hod, necessitates a niniaua of about 45 Bin for

a UL determination. Othar mathods, such at tha Roll* aathod, cnabl* • faatar

datamination of the UL, but ara acre cua&araoas. •

Due to the shortcomings indicated ebova, instruaants and concapta hava

been developed that allov the determination of tha WL to be made in a matter

of a few ninutas. Tha instruments are coznonly known aa Instant Working Level

Meters (IWLM). Evana and Schroed«r (16) and later Croer (17), ftolla (18),

Hill (19) and Jsaes and Strong (20) suit be credited with the early development

of th» concept and/or basic inetruuntation that h*a led to the design of

several IWLM prototypes.

Tha development of a continuous data acquisition aystea for radon • |

daughters has been led by Grcer et al. (21) at the Argotme Rational Laooracory ?
l

(ANL) in the U.S.A. A cocEnsrcial instrument based on the ASL work i s now ;

manufactured by Harthav (U.S.A.) under the name "Radon Daughter Analyzer". \
j

Also, alpha-NUCLEAR, a cosssercial firm based in Toronto, is currently developing '<
i

a continuous radon daughter/thoron daughter monitor under CANMET contract (22). ';

Methods and instrumentation airaed at monitoring and evaluating

exposure to radiation of sine personnel rather than area monitoring have also

been developed and operated. These instruisents, or personal dosimeters as they

are comaoniy referred to, are integrating devices and, strictly speaking, do

not belong to either one of the nbove categories, i.e., grab-sanpling or '
continuous mentoring systems.

In spite of the recent proliferation of radiation instrumentation and

analytical techniques presently available, there is still an urgent need for

the development of an automated area monitoring instrument with memory storage

capabilities suitable for unattended monitoring for extended periods of time.



As repeated and frequent reedins* •'• necessary, real-tia* detectors of tba

electronic type are most suitabla for the purpow. Such an instrument has

been designed and built by EDA Instruaents (Toronto) under the cona*t?ial nasa

WLM-300. This instruaant is of the quasi-tlea-inttgrating type and intended

for the determination of the Working Level of radon decay products. A laboratory

technical evaluation of the instnnatnt under several environmental conditions

is given here. However, taora than an accurate calibration of. the instruaent,

the work presented here has been a lead at providing the theoretical background

on which instrunentetion of this kind is based, tha operating procedures

necessary for calibration purposes and sotae relevant data vadar specific

environmental conditions, end suggestions for further analytical and instrument

design improvement.

The techniques end instrumentation referred ro above were originally

intended for the cesBurement of radon decay products. (A detailed discussion

on instrumentation used in environmental monitoring has been given by Bigu

elsewhere (22)). However, experimental work has conclusively shovn that thoron

decay products, previously disregarded, are present in some uranium mine

atmospheres in variable amounts constituting a serious source of interference

(12,23). Hence, special attention has been paid to this particular problem

and the WLH-300 has also been tested in thoron atmospheres.

DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS

The EDA WLM-300 basically consists of a sampling-detection system,

a memory unit to store data, and read-out and print-out capabilities. The

instrument operates by sampling air in a continuous fashion. Decay proouctn

are deposited on a sampling filter facing the ditector and the o-count is

integrated in t manner describee below. The instrument is claimed to be dust-

5:
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proof, moisture-proof and shock-proof.

The <Ut«ietion-saspling 'hs«d' consists of • saopla bolder housing •

filter (Killipora 0.8 v* M) supported by a fine stainless steel s*sh screen.
e

A ruggedised silicon-barrier detector (450 sa1 active arts) faces the active

side of the filt«r. The detector-filter separation is about 3.2 nn, according

to the oanufacturar'a specifications.

The front-end electronics of the detector has a voltage threshold

corresponding to an a-energy of about 2 KaV to eliminate contributions from

electronic noise and 0-radiation. t;-psrticles in the 2 KaV to 10 MeV energy

range arc In principle detected and counted. Although the apparatus has no

pulse height analysis capabilities, it is provided with an output jack to

c&abla intstfaclcg with an cxt&raal aultl-channal analyser (HCA) for pulse

height analysis.
i

The filter-aatector holder is cylindrically shaped and is made ef

a plastic material (teflon) consisting of an upper and a lower part. In the • j

normal operating mode, the upper part is fitted, leak-f«-ee by neans of a rubber 1
i

gasket, to the lover part by screwing the fonaer into <steer. The upper 1

p;rt has exhaust holes leading to the inlet of a small self-regulated s&spling j

pump (1 Wain) which draws air in and passes it through the sampling filter •

facing the detector. The lower part has a circular insec where the detector i

is located. Four inlet slits of rectangular cross-section (IS m x 2 nsn) and [

30 ran length are radially and sytsaetrically oriented permitting air to be ;

sampled to pass the detector through a filter facing the detector. The detector ,

is located in a recess, about 1 mm below the slits.

The detection-sampling head is located on a re-entrant 'cavity' built '

on one i *de of the instrument case. The inlet access slits, detector and

sampling filter are located at an approximate depth of 38 nan from the surface



of the case.

Tha instrussnt hag a liquid crystal display (LCD) which displaya cha

o-couot rate internally obtained by dividing tha total nuab«r of a-counts by

tha total templing tine, and tha UL obtained froa tha above a-count rate and

a given nuaerical conversion factor.

A, neoory unit enables data storage which can ba later retrieved by ess

external printer. Data are gathered every 6 nin or 60 ain. Tha ossory capacity

is ot 4.1 days if data are gathered every 6 min or 41 days if data are gathered

every 60 min.

The data stored can be retrieved in tha following fores:

a) Aa differential a-count e£ any given tie*. This io the a-count obtained

by subtracting the total a-count stored up to the last (previous) count,

b) As total a-count. This is the total, accumulated, a-count up to the tine

data are retrieved;

c) As differential KL. This '.s calculated from itea (a) and a given nusarical

conversion factor; and

d) As a time integrated UL which is calculated froa the integral, total,

a-count obtained, the total counting tine, and the saae conversion factor

as that indicated (see above and item (c)).

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The instrument operates by sampling air in a continuous fashion and

integrating the a-count as indicated above.

The VL. car be determined by multiplying the a-count rate (i.e., counts

per minute, cpm, as determined from the tccal a-count during a given sampling



tin* interval, 6 min or 60 min. This inforoation is provided by the instrument

iu print-out fora) under steady-state conditions, by a conversion factor which,

although it can be theoretically calculated, should be experimentally determined j

because of pJ.ate-out effecta and other phenomena (KottJ steady-atata conditions j

are essential if seaningful results are to be obtained. This terainoloty is i

used her* to indicate the minimum sampling titae, T0(ain), for which the rates j

of growth and decay of decay products on the sampling filter are tha sans, I

assuring that the flow rate and tha concentrations of the decay products in ]

air remain constant during the tins of samp?ing.)

If tha sampling puny) air flow, say Q, the counting efficiency of the

detector, eay c, and tha concentrations of the radon and/or thoroa decay

\i products are known, one can calculate the theoretically expected Integrated }

a-count after a given sailing time Ta. Conversely, if the integrated a-counts «:

at different To are known bv ejteeriEantal means, and Q aci e are also knows, ;

the decay product concentrations, and their corresponding WL, can be calculated.

The rate of growth of activity in the instrument's filter during the

sampling period is given by the following expression: 1

f j 3 - CaQ + Xa_l Nn,-, - Xm A n Eq 1

where, A Q is the activity of the m-th tacmber of the radioactive decay chain

on the filter (pCi or Bq)j

Cm is the atmospheric concentration of the m-th member of the

radioactive decay chain (pCi/L or Bej/L);

Xm is the decay constant of the m-ch member of the radioactive decay

chain (win"1); t

Nm-1 i* tna number of atoms in the filter of '.us (m-1)-th member of

the radioactive decay chain;

Q is the dosioeter sampling rate (L min" 1).



Tht activities on the filter at a tioa T, after Che beginning of

sampling are obtained by integrating Equation 1 for each rtdionuclide of

interest. The total activities accus .lated in the filter during a sampling

time Tgi to T g Z (where T f J > TBi) are obtained by integrating the expressions

for the activities ovitr the sampling period. Using the sub indices i, j and k

to denote, respectively, ReA or ThA, RaB or ThB an4 RaC or ThC and the symbols

Ai(Ts)t Aj(Ts> and Ak(Ts) to denote the activity of i, j, or k at a time Ts,

respectively, it can be shown (see Bigu (24)):

2 Ai(T8) dT8 - CiQTiFi Eq 2

and
"Tsx

* Cii(Ti-Tj)(Ti-Tk) + (TJ-TO(TJ^kT *

where, the expressions IAi.S, IAjS and lAfcS stand for integrated activity during

sampling of radioactive species i, j, ar.i k, respectively. The other syebols

stand for the following:

T£ • 1/>i, TJ - 1/Xj and Tk ~ lAk

Fi - (Tsi - Tsi) • Ti (e"
T s a / T i - e'"T»l/Ti) Eq 5

Fj - (Ts2 - Tsi) <• Tj (e"
Ts2/TJ - e~T9l/tJ) Eq 6

_ ,-. T •> * TI c«~^sJ'Tk _ B~^si'
Tkiv Ea 7

Fk • (Tsi - T s\/ * Tk le e ) tq /

For sinsplicity, Equations 2, 3 and 4 have been derived making the

following assumptions:

1. the concentration of the radon and thoron progenies in air and the

instrument punp flow rate remain constant during the sampling period;

2. the sampling filter is an absolute filter, i.e., all decay products are

I
'I, !

' 3
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deposited in tha lilcers and

3, the detector's counting efficiency it not energy dependant.

Tha total number of a-counta racorded by tha initruaant during a given

sampling period, say Na, in given by:

Na - 2.22 cni(IAiS • lA^S) Eq 8

where, 2.22 ia a numerical factor to convert pCi into dpoi, i.e., (3.7 x 1010

dps/Ci x (IO~12 Ci/pCi x (60 sec/min)) - 2.22 dpa/pCi. The symbol 6(<1) ia

inserted to take into account plate-out of a-particlea in the instrument sampling,

head. n(<1) represents the fraction of a-particleu emerging froa the filter.

Na in Equation B can also be written:

H« - I»a,iS • IKa.kS E? 9

where. W a , i S " 2"22 " 5 I A i s ^ 10

and. INa.kS » 2.22 cn«IAkS Eq ti

I Na,i s and INa,kS represent the integrated a-count corresponding to

species i and k during the sampling tine T s, respectively.

If Tsi is set as the initial or starting sampling time, i.e., Tsi " 0

and Ts;/Tn >> 1, where m - i,j,k., then it is easy to show that Equations 5, 6

and 7 reduce to TS2, i.e., F m • T sj. Furthermore, frou: Equations 2, 4, 8, 9,

10 and It, one may write:

N a - 2.22 CTi6(IAiS + IAfcS) - 2.22 enSQTs2 [Cidi+D) + CjH + CkTk) Eq 12

ana, H - —— + HIL. Eq 14

Assuming Q, C^, Cj and C^ to remain constant during the sampling time

and taking into account that Tj,, T j, T^ and D and H are constant, we see from

Equation 12 th.it;

f-r3/TB2 - CR • constant Eq 15



m
where the symbol CR is uaed to indicate count rate, usually in cpu.

Similarly, if T,x > 0, T,a > T g l and T g l/T a » 1, T 8 J / T B » 1, it is

easy to she* thatt

IIO/AT • CR' - constant Eq 16

where, AT - T t 2 - T8i. The prime symbol in CR of Equation 16 indicates that .,.._

depending upon tha valuer ot T,i and T g l this count rata nay not be tha sama

as that indicated in Equation IS.

From the definition of VTL:

VL - 1.71 x 10"5 ZaABTmEmCa) Eq 17

where Eg^a) it the ultimate a-particle energy per disintegration of decay

product of m-type, one can easily ishow that:

WL(Rn) - 1.02 x 10"* C R ^ + 5.06 X 1O~J C R s B • 3.72 x 10"* C^^, Eq 18 **M

As the concentration of the decay products has been assuced to remain . ...

constant during the sampling time, it is seen from Equations IS, 16, 18 and 19 F.̂

that: - *a

CR(Rn)/WL(Rn) - cpm (Rn)An.VRn) - constant - Cp Eq 20 ^-a

and similarly,

CR(Tn)/WL(Tn) - cpm (Tn)/UL(Tn) • constant - Cp' Eq 21 **^9:;.vs

where, for simplicity, CR has been replaced by cpm, i.e., the count rate in

counts per minute.

The constants Cp snd Cp1 for 'pure1 radon and 'pure' thoron decay |:$

products, respectively, can be calculated theoretically for different decay

products disequilibrium ratios, (see Tables 1 and 2). A similar procedure may |, - i

be followed for radon and thoron decay products mixtures. Some theoretical j

data are shown in Tables 1 and 2 assuming c - 1, r - 1, & - ' and Q •» 1 L/ain. •

The constants Cp and Cp1 in these tables have been calculated over sampling «
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Table 1 - Theoretical CF(KI>) at a funccio -? ̂ - m • lighter
disequilibrium ratio and

1:X:T*

1:1:1

1:0.72:0.5

1:0.4:0.2

1:0.3:0.15

cpn** j

95.93
130.10
149.00
159.00
164.00
166.33
167.33
168.00
168.33

61.84
85.27
98.73

105.71
109.67
til.33
112.00
112.67
nj.GO

36.34
49.83
57.87
62.20
64.40
65.57
66.00
66.33
66.66

30.54
41.33
4!\80
51.27
53.07
53.93
54.23
54.67
55.00

f>593
13010
14900
15900
16400
16633
16733
16800
166*3

9448
13118
15190
16261
16871
17128
;?230
17333
1 tJOJ

9563
13114
15228
16368
16947
17254
17368
17456
17543

9850
13333
15419
16538
17118
17398
17495
17634
17742

T ,
(nin)

30-60
60-90
90-120

120-150
150-180
180-210
210-240
240-270
450-480

30-60
60-90
90-120

120-150
150-180
180-210
210-240
240-270
450-A60

30-«G
60-90
90-120

120-150
150-180
180-210
210-240
240-270
450-480

30-60
60-90
90-120

120-150
150-180
180-210
210-240
240-270
450-480

UL(Rn)*

0.01

0.0065

0.0038

0.0031

*WURn) - 0.00103 C R ^ + 0.00507 C R a B + 0.00373 CR 8C

+ X - CRaB/CRaA. Y - C R a C/C R a A. 1 - C R a A/C R a A, Cp-j, - '. pCi/L

•• it the theoretical cpm, i.e., integrated a-ccunt pir unit
time interval.
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Table 2 - Theoretical Cp(Tn) as • function of t:ho?on daughter
ditaquilibriua ratio and ce&pling time

1:1c*

1:1

1:0.6

99.50
164.90
229.00
292.00
353.00
413.00
470.70
526.70
581.30
633.30
686.70
733.30
783.30
830.00
876.70

1080.00
1116.70
m o . oo

68.51
120.37
175.tO
230.67
287.67
343.33
399.00
453.67
507.00
558.67
608.00
660.00
706.67
753.33
796.67

1003.33
1040.00
1073.33

WUTn)~°F ^

743.2
1231.8
1710.6
2181.2
2636.9
3085.1
3515.8
393(2
4342.5
4731.0
5129.3
5477.9
5851.4
6200.0
6548.6
8057.5
8341.4
8590.4

."'30.2
431.5

1355.1
1785.1
2226.2
2657.0
3087.8
3510.9
3923.6
4323.4
4705.2
5107.6
5466.8
5829.9
6165.3
7764.7
8048.4
8306.4

T.
(min)

30-60
60-90
90-120

120-150
150-160
-.80-210
210-240
240-270
270-300
300-330
330-360
360-390
390-420
420-450
450-480
600-630
630-660
oou-t>vu

30-60
60-90
90-120

120-150
150-180
180-210
210-240
240-270
270-300
300-330
330-360
360-390
390-420
420-450
4^0-480
600- o:^
630-660
660-690

WL(Tn)*

0.13387

0.12922

Cant, overleaf

fe
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Tabl* 2 - continued

"' "*-""-JlW •* V£f

lik*

1:0.4

1:0.2

«~

53.00
98. tO
147.90
200.60
254.30
309.00
363.30
417.00
469.30
521.30
570.70
620.00
670.00
713.30
760.00
963.30
1000.00
1033.33

37. SO
75.83
120.87
170.03
221.67
274.33
327.33
380.33
432.33
463.33
533.33
583.67
626.67
676.67
720.00
923.33
963.33
996.67

417.7
773.1
1165.6
1580.9
2004.3
2435.1
2863.3
3236.3
3693.7
4108.5
4497.3
4886.0
5280.1
5621.6
5989.3
7591.8
7880.7
8143.4

301.0
608.8
970.3
1365.0
1779.5
2202.3
2627.8
3053.3
3470.7
3880.1
4281.5
4685.6
5030.8
5432.2
5780.1
7412.4
7733.5
8001.1

T.
(min)

30-60
60-90
90-120
120-150

• 150-180
180-210
210-240
240-270
270-300
300-330
330-360
360-390
390-420
420-450
450-4SO
600-630
630-660
660-690

30-60
60-90
90-120
120-150
150-160
180-210
210-240
240-270
270-300
300-330
330-360
360-390
390-420
420-450
450-480
600-630
630-660
660-690

WUTn)*

0.126892

0.124566

* WL(Tn) - 0.12224 CfhB • 0.01163 CxhC

• lc - CxhC/CxhB, 1 " CxhB/CThB. CthB - 1 pCi/L

*+ ia the theoretical cpm, i.e., integrated a-count per unit
true interval.
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EXPERIKZHTAL PROCEDURE

The instruasnt was laboratory tasted under controlled environmental,

radiation,and taateorological cottditiona.

The response of the instrument to radon daughters was studied in

conjunction with a rcdon/thoron calibration facility ('box1 as it is usually

referred to) designed at our laboratories (23). The instruasnt was also tested

vith coonercial and in-house designed thoron sources in aeries with the

instrumant. (Note: because of sone research being conducted in the box at the

time of the VLK-300 testa, it was not convenient to place the inttrumsnt inside

Che box ae originally intended. Hence, sampling was dcea through serapling

ports, as indicated below, via a short length cf tubing and a leak-fre« 'coupler*

fitting the sacspling head.)

A dry flow-through thoron gas standard source Th-1025 froa Pylon

Instruments* was used. The source consisted of a Th-228 (20.37 uCi) salt

uniformly distributed over a porous material through which air was drawn. TV.

in-house dry flow-through sources consisted of a ThO2 pouder source. The

radioactive material in the in .IOUSC source was placed in adequate containers

provided with inlet and outlet ports. An extra inlet port was provided for

pre-aixing with air or aerosols if necessary.

The radon/thoron box calibration facility has the following approximate

internal dimensions 1.22 a x 1.22 o x 1.83 m with a total internal volume of

about 2.73 ms. The box xc equipped with inlet and outlet ports of the Swagelok

type to facilitate: the nanitoring of radiation and meteorological variables!

the injection of radioactive gases (i.e., Rn-222 and/or Rn-220), aerosols and

water vapour; the calibration of radiation instrumentation in « close loop,

in-line fashion; and to carry oun a variety of other aeasurenents and

* Canadian conmercial firm.
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experiments. The calibration facility enables continuous and dibsrete

monitoring of radon and tfaoron gasas and of their reipective decay product•;

aaroaol concentration and aiz« distributions radioactive ion-nobility and

charges temperaturei and relative tumidity. In addition, provisions to

nonitor other variables of interest are being added. Several radon and thoron

gas sources are available, described above, which in conjunction with control-

lable aerosol concentration and air flow conditions in the box allow the control

of radiation levels. The box is kept at negative pressure to prevent radio-

active contamination o* the working area in the event that leaka develop.

A number of instruments operate in conjunction with the box to monitor

i t? overall psrforaance and the different snvironatntal variables of internet.

Temperature and relative humidity inside the box can be directly read

on two thermometers and a relative humidity indicator adequately located in

the box. Pressure differentials between the box and local atmospheric pressure

are read by means of two manometers: an inclined-tube manometer for high

precision and a U-tube for low precision.

The aerosol size distribution and aerosol concentration in the box

is continuously monitored by means of a diffusion battery (TSI* Model 3040) in

conjunction with an automatic switching valve (TSI Model 3042) and a condensation

nucleus counter (TSI Model 3020).

The concentration of radioactive gas in the box is continuously

monitored by a scinti l lation cell of the flow-through type in connection with

a radon gas monitor Model RM-1003 manufactured by Pylon (Ottawa). The sealer

of this instrument is operated autocueically by means of a microcomputer

Model Aim-65 manufactured by RocJcvell* (U.S.A).

The concentrations of radon and thoron decay products are monitored:

* U.S.A. commercial firms*
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a) In a discrete fashion by sailing air periodically through a filter

viewing an Ortec* ruggcdised Si-barrier detector in conjunction with an

a- and/or y-pulse height analysert

b) In a continuous fashion by aaapling and counting aiaultaneously and

continuously.

Method (a) necessitates son manual operations vhereas sethod (b)

can be done automatically by ffiaena of the Ain-65 microcomputer.

Before experiments were initiated the instruments detector was

calibrated for counting efficiency, c, and snergy resolution. Two standard

Am-241 sources of different strengths were used to determine c. An attempt

was made at determining e using standard radon daughter (BaA and RsC1) and

thoron daughter (ThC end ThC') sources type Bn-190 and Th-190, respectively!

from Pylon Industries. (The use of these sources should provide a more

reliable value for e as the detector is directly calibrated tor the radio-

isotopes of interest.) These standards consist of a sealed source (Ba-226

or Th-22B) in a metal chamber taede up partly of a filter where decay products

deposit and which can be used for calibration purposes. The source grows in

equilibrium with the decay products vhich deposit on the inner chamber surface,

including the filter, in proportion to the surface area. The amount of

deposition is claimed to be 100Z - deposited uniformly over the entire inner

surface area irrespective of the characteristic of the surfaces, e.g., filter

paper, or environmental conditions - and the activity deposited is then

proportional to the ingrowth of radioactive gas. However, all metsurements

so far conducted with those sources hsve given detector efficiencies

significantly different from those expected on theoretical grounds, and also

from those obtained wirh standard Aa-241 sources. (Note: c increases usually

with increasing q-narticle energy (RaA. KaC'» ThC and ThC hsve a-particle

* Commercial firm.
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energies approximately between 6 IteV and 8 KsV whil* Aat-241 haa energies below

S MaV.) Thuf, 1c is tu«pecced that tha activity depoblted in thn filters

using the source* Kn-190 find Th-190 it dependent on aeteorological conditions,

e.g., relative humidity, temperature and aerosol concentration and size

distribution, and the characteristics of the surfaces, e.g., electrical charge.

This problem is presently under study. The efficiency used here is that

obtained using st&ndard Aa-241 sources.

The flow rate (and its constancy) of the instrunant's sampling pump

could not accurately be determined becausu of practical reasons, namely, Q

had to be oa soured by inserting a flow-rate otter in series with one of the

vacuum lines within the instrument. The air exhaust port could not be used

for Q measurements as it was subject, according to the manufacturer, to

variances. We find this limitation rather serious as there is no guarantee

tnac the ;;as£"t

sampling period. For the purpose of calibration, and other calculations, a * j

flow-rate of 1 L/min has been taken, value supplied by the manufacturer and 1

in fair agreement vith our ova measurements at the exhaust port. )

The response of the instrument was studied using several radioactive \

sources, and in conjunction vith the radon/thoron calibration facility, as >
I

indicated above. Comparisons were made between experimental data, obtained

under the conditions indicated above and below, and theoretical predictions

according to Equations 2 to 4, 8, 18, 19 and Tables 1 and 2. Working Levels

and decay product concentrations were determined using several techniques

according to the need, situation and circumstance. The methods used included

techniques developed by Thomas (8), Markov (1), Kusnete (2), Ogden (26,27)

and Bigu (24) as veil as a-spectroscopic and real-time counting methods.

Furthermore, the problem of plate-out of radioactive products on the detector
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and on th« filter holder vna alao investigated. Soaa of the data obtained

are discussed below.

Unless otherwise indicated:

t. Radon daughter experiments wore conducted in conjunction with the radon/

tboron calibration facility described Above;

2. Thoron daughter experiments were carried out using coeaercial and in-house

designer «nd built thoron nourcee of the flow-through type, and independently

from the radon/thoron box indicated in itea 1{

3. WL(Rn) by the Ogden method was deternined froai neasureoents taken froa

the WLM-300 filter which, after the end of the saspling period, was

transferred to a ZnS screen/photoaultiplier tube/acaler eystaa Triset

(Caoedian cossrarcial fixe) scale? Modal 372A.

4. UL(Rn) by grab-seepling using the Thosas-Tsivoglou method was aeasured

ti«;n» a Tritwt 372A sealer (see itea 3). The operational procedure vas at

follows. Air from the box was campled, in an in-line closed loop fashion,

by means of a sampling pump (about 3 L/oin flow-rate) through a Millipore

0.8 vm AA or a Gelnsan fibreglesa filter facing a ruggedized Si-barrier

detector located in a specially designed leak-proof detector/fiiter/filter

holder assembly. The Si-barrier detector operated in conjunction uith a

multichannel analyzer (MCA) Canberra* Series 3000. Samples were taken at

regular intervals during a 5-oin sampling period, while a real-tiee gross

o-count and a-spectrum was simultaneously recorded by the detector/MCA

system. The filter was then transferred to a Trimet 372A for determining

WL(Rn) and the radon daughter concentrations (Thomas-Tsivoglou method) as

indicated above.

5. Sampling of air froa the radon/thoron box by the WLM-300 and Si-barrier

detector was conducted simultaneously in a close-loop in-line fashion at

* U.S.A. commercial firm.
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two different sampling port* in the box where previously grab-sampling

measurements had shown WL(Rn) to be in close agreement. Tha length of

tubing fron tha sampling ports to the WLM-300 and Si-barrier detector,

respectively, was the saraa end kept to a minimum to reduce plate-out effects.

6. WL(Tn) was determined by the Ogden method in a similar fashion to that

described in item 3.

7. Experimental data have been compared with radon daughter theoretical data

for redon daughter disequilibrium ratios of 1:0.72:0.5 and 1:1:1, which

ere the range of experimental values attained in the radon/thoron box

under the controlled conditions used in the tests. (Note: tha difference

In WL(Rn) predicted, under steady-state conditions, with the above

disequilibrium ratios is small. Thus, in practice one eay use either

one of then without much error (see Table 1).) For thoron daughters a • .
• i
zzttz -- C ,'C • - ?5 **.* •"•* * ,0 fr"S9 •>••!• *!«•«! («•>•» Tuple 2 ) - i

i

8. cpm represents the absolute count rate, i . e . , corrected for detector :

a-counting efficiency. !.

'••"•• I

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION !
i
I

Figure 1(a) shows the ratio cpm/WL(Rn) versus sampling time. Curve B \

represents the theoretical ratio cpm/WL(Rn) versus time for a radon daughter I

disequilibrium ratio of 1:O.72;0.5. Curves A, C and D are the experimental :

ratios cpn/WL(Rn) versus time as calculate.!: <

1) from cpm and WL(Rn) data by the WLM-300 (curve A); ' ' •

2) cpm by the WLM-300 and WL(Rn) by the Ogden method (curve C); and

3) cpm by the WLM-300 and WL(Rn) by grab-sampling (curve D). '

Figure t(b) shows WL(Rn) versus sampling time as determined by grab-
j

sampling (curve E, average value given by curve F), the Ogden method (curve G) ;
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Fig. U - Ratio cpm/U?.(Rn) versus sampling tisa. Curve B represents Che theor-
etical ratio cpsi/t/L(Rn) versus ties for a radon daughter disequilibrium
ratio of 1:0.72:0.5. Curves A, C and E are the experimental ratios
cpa/WL(ttn) versus time aa calculated 1) ffroa cpn sod UI.(In) data by th«
WLM-300 (curve A ) ; 2) cpa by the WLii-300 and WL(Rn) by the 0g4en method
(curve C); and 3) cpn by the WLM-300 and WL(En) by grab-aanpling
(curve D).
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Fig. 1b - WL(Rn) versus sampling time, as determined by grab-sampling (curve E,
average value given by curve F), the Ogden method (curve G) and the
WLM-300 (curve I) . The radon box aerosol concentration vas about
10' cm"3.
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and the VLH-300 (curve I). The radon box aerosol concentration was about

10s cm~s, in this particular case. Aerosol concentration profiles for other

experiments are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. Figure 1(a) and 1(b) correspond to

the same experiment.

Figure 2(a) and (b) and Fig. 3(a) and (b} show similar kind of data as

that of Fig. Kfl) and (b), but under different experimental conditions. Figure

2(a) and (b) correspond to the same experiment. The same applies to Fig. 3(a) S (b)

Figure 4 shows radon daughter spectra (i.e., a-count versus channel

number) from the WLM-30C, using an external multichannel analyzer, at two ..

different sampling times, 14 min (curve A) and 74 min (curve B ) .

Figure 5 shows the ratio cptn/WL(Tn) versus sampling time. Curves B

and C are theoretical ratios for Grhc/CxhB " ' *nd Clhc/CrhB " °'4» respectively.

Curve A gives experimental values (cpa>) obtained with the VLH-300. WL(Tn)

for curve A was determined by the Ogden method. The aerosol concentration

was approximately 10s cm*'.

Figure 6 shows the differential a-count as given by the WLM-300,

versus tins. The data were obtained with an in-house designed and built ThOj

source. Also indicated by arrows are the times at which the source was

'operated' (source on) and removed (source off). The upper curve, between

the arrows, represent data given by the WLM-300. The lower curve is the

corrected WLH-300 differential a-count after subtracting a 'contamination'

contribution (left hand side broken line) as discussed below. The decay

portion of '.he curves (i.e., after removal of the source) is identical for the

corrected and uncorrected curves because of the very short lives of the

radioactive 'contaminants' (see discussion below). Notice that after removing

the source there is a sudden decrease in a-count (right hand side broken line)

of the same magnitude as that when the source is operated.
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Fig. 2a - Ratio cpa/UL(Rn) versus sampling time. Curve B representa the
tteoretical ratio cpn/WL(Rn) versus time for a radon daughter
disequilibrium ratio of 1:1:1. Curves A, C and Q are the experimental
ratios cptn/WL(Ra) versus tima aa calculated: 1} froa cpra and WL(Rn)
data by the WIH-300 (curve A); 2) cpm by tha WLH-300 and WL(Rn) by the
Ogden method (curve C); and 3) cpm by the WLM-300 and WL(Rn) by grab-
sampling (curve D).
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Fig. 2b - WL(Rn) versus sampling time as oetermined by grab-sampling (cur.e E,
average value givnn by curve I'), the Ogden method (curve G) and the
WLM-300 (curve I) . Also indicated in the vadon box aerosol concen-
'ivtion versus tine (curve H).-
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Fig. 3a - Ratio cpm/WL(Rn) versus sampling time. Curve B represents the
theoretical ratio cptn/WL(Rn) versus time for a radon daughter
diaequllibrium ratio of 1:0.72:0.5. Curves A, C and D are the
•xpcriteantal ratios cpa/WL(Rn) versus tine £? «4lculated: 1) fron cpm
and WL(iln) data by the WLH-300 (curve A) j 2) cpm by the VLH-300 and
WL(Rn) by the Ogden method (curve C); and 3) cpm »y the WLM-300 and
WL(Rn) by grab-sampling (curve D).
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Fig. 3b - WL(Rn) versus sampling time as deterrcined by grab-sampling (curve E,
average value given by curve F), the Ogden method (curve C) and the
UT.M-V>n frurv* I ) . Also indicated i s the radon box aerosol concen-
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Fig. 4 - Radon daughter spectra (i.e., a-count versus channel number) from
WLH-300, using external multichannel analyzer, at two different sampling
times: 14 min (curve A) and 74 min (curve B) . The RaA peak, remains
essentially the same because of the short half-life (3.05 nin) of RaA.
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Fig. 5 - Ratio cpm/WL(Tn) versus sampling time, drves B and C represent theoretical ratios
for C-jhc/Gjvg - I and Cxhc/OrhB - 0.4, respectively. Curve A represents experimental
values (cpm) obtained with the WLM-3T0. rfL(Tn) for curve A has been determined by
the Ogden method. Aerosol concentration ibout 10* cm'1.
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Fig. 6 - WLH-300 differential a-count versus time obta ned with an in-house ThO2 source: without
correction for contamination (-#-)t corrected for contamination (-•-). The decay portion
of the curves (-•-) is identical in both case i as the contamination froa the decay productt
become negligible shortly after removal of th- source because of the very short lives of
the radioactive contaminants.
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Figure 7 ihwi, respectively, the uncorrected differential ML(Tn)

(curve A) and total WL(Tn) (curve B) vertue time, as given by the WLM-300.

Figure 6 and 7 correspond to the sane experiment. (Notet for the purpose of

identification, the WL given by the WLM-300 when thoron sources are used is

indicated by WL(Tn).)

Figure 8 show thoron daughter spectra, i.e., o-count versus channel

number, froa the WLM-300 using an external multichannel analyzer, for three

different sampling tines: 9 min (curve A), 446 min (curve B) and 1421 nin

(curve C ) . Curve D is the spectrum taken 3 nin after removal of the thoron

source.

The differences for the ratio cp«/WL(Rn) shown by curves C and D of

Fig. 1(a), 2(a) and 3(a) are due to the different WL(Rn) used to obtain the

above ratio, i.e., grab-sampling (curve D) and Ogden method (curve C ) ,

respectively. The Ogden method gave lover values than grab-sampling,

as indicated in Fig. K b ) , 2(b) and 3(b). The difference can be partly

explained as follows. First, the Ogdeit method (26,27) has been derived

assuming that the radon daughter and/or thoron daughter concentration remains

constant during the sampling period. Secondly, the value used for WL(Rn) by

grab-sampling in the calculation of cpm/WL(Rn) (curve D of Fig. 1(a), 2(a)

and 3(a)) represents an average of the values obtained during the experiment

(see curve F of Fig. K b ) , 2(b) and 3(b)). As the above Figures indicate,

WL(Rn) in the box did not remain strictly constant during the experiments.

A simple relationship between WL(Rn) by grab-sampling and the Ogden method

was found in our experiments. Thus, best agreement (within less than 5Z)

between the two methods was found when small fluctuations in 'JL(Rn) by grab-

sampling were observed (see Fig. 3(b)). For relatively large fluctuations in

WL(Rn) the disagreement between methods was quite appreciable (see Fig. 1 (b)).
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ThOj source. Curves have not been corrected for contamination.
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It -MO found that WL(Sn) in the box remains quite constant under conditions of \

high aerosol concentration (sea Fig 3(b)). At high aerosol concentrations

(a 10s as'1) fluctuations of aerosol concentration did not eeaa to affect

WL(Rn) appreciably. At lower aerosol concentrations (epproxioately 10* to

10* cm"1) there was a direct relationship between aerosol concentration and

WL(Rn), other factors in the box remaining the seats.

The ratio cpn/WL(Rn) shown as curve A of Fig. I (a), 2(a) and 3(a)

lies higher than that corresponding to curves C and D. As com is the s*ae in

all three cases, the higher value for the above ratio (curve A) is due to the

lower WL(Rn) given by the WLM-300 (see curve I of Fig. K b ) , 2(b) and 3(b))

as compared with that determined by grab-saispling and the Ogden method. This ^

i experimental observation ie indicative of plate-out of dacay products in the *

instrument sampling head. If plate-out is assumed, cpa given by tha WLK-300

should correspondinclv b« corr*ct««<i hv a fsnt-nr gr»*r»^ *KnT. imifn, TV»._

the new corrected values for cpm would bring curves C and D closer to (or T,'-|

possibly even higher than) curve B, the theoretical ratio cpm/HL(Rn) (see [-.:.-

Table 1). Curve A, on the other hand, is independent of plate-out as there

is a fixed num&rical relationship between cpm and WL(Rn) given by the WLM-300

(i.e., cpm/WL(Rn) - 21634 as determined from the instrument print-out).

Hence, e.c curve A lies higher than the theoretical curve B, one may assume

that the numerical factor used internally by the instrument to convert cpm to

WL(Rn) is in error. It is not difficult to see that if a detector efficiency
•lilt

for the instrument of about 19Z is assumed (i.e., esO.19) a lowering in the

conversion factor by about 16Z would bring curve A to close aguetoent with

curve B. (Note: curve A is independent of e.) However, an increase in c

with the present conversion factor would have the same effect as the present

c and a correspondingly lower conversion factor. A higher e would also have

•liv
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tha effect of lowering curves C and D relative to B.

Frov tha above discussion one nay surmise that both a decrease in

the conversion factor or an increase in c in tha appropriate amount will lower

curve A relative to curve B. However, an increase in e will have the effect

of lowering curves C and D relative to curve B. At this point it is worth-

while recalling that the c used in the above calculations is that corresponding

to An-241. It is presumed that the true c for tha energies of interest will

• be higher. We nay, therefore, conclude from the above discussion, that the
i

I disagreement between theoretical and experimental data is mainly due to plate-

! out and to uncertainties in the true efficiency of counting, and conversion

| factor used internally by the WLM-300.

| A direct comparison between the Wt(Ra) as given by the ULH-300 and

; determined by grab-sanplir.g end the Ogden method clearly indicates that under

• our environmental condition* (i.».. r»i«fi»» humility 50-90^, tc~;r~-urc

s 20-25*C, aerosol concentration 10s - 2.5 x 10s cm"') the WLH-300 substantially

. underestimated UL(En). At high aerosol concentrations (~ 105 cm"3) the WLM-300

underestimated VL(Rn) by about 30Z. At lower aerosol concentrations the

difference was substantially larger, i.e., 40* at about 1.7 x 10s cm"3 and

50X at approximately 10s cm"'.

Figure 4 shows radon daughter a-spectra (RaA and RaC) from the

WLM-300 at two different sampling times. The RaA peak remains essentially the

same after a few minutes of sampling because of its short half-life, i.e., an

equilibrium is soon reached between the rate of accumulation of RaA and its

rate of decay, assuming that all other factors remain constant.

Figure 5 shows that the experimental ratio cpm/WL(Tn) (curve A) is

higher than the corresponding theoretical ratio for CihC/CThB " 1 (Curve B)

and Cxhc/CxhB " °'4 (curve C). The reason for this is not immediately obvious
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although it eeems reasonably clear that under our axparinental conditions,

the WLM-300 ovdreatiaates cpa, ea WL(Tn), estimated independently by tha

Ogden method, can be sr.faly aBturned to be correct within certain exparitaentcl

error. The thorcn caae is a complex ona only partly understood. Tha

discussion that follows provides, at least partly, an explanation for tha

results of Fig. 5.

It has consistently btien observed in the testing of the ULM-300 with

thorium sources that a large, abrupt, contribution to the instrument a-count

and HL appear as soon as the source is operated and that a sudden decrease

in the sane variables occur when the source is removed or by-passed, tha

decrease being practically identical to the increase. This effect is shown

in Fig. 6 end 7 where the differential a-count osd HL as given by tha VLH-300

are plotted vereus sampling time. Tha abrupt changes are indicated by broken

lines. The corrected differencial a~cou&t (i.e.. a-count from which tha

sudden a-count increase has been subtracted) during the saspling tisaa with

Che source is also shown in Fig. 6 (lower curve). Hotice that after the

removal of the source the 'contemulation' disappears and, hence, the corrected

and non-corrected curves beco.49 identical, i.e., tail of curves at times equal

or greater than the time at vhich the source was removed.

As the WLM-300 has a maximum 'tine resolution1 of 6 win. Fig. 6 and

7 show that the radioactive contaminant (a) must be an a-emitter(s) with half-

life much shorter than 6 min. The only possible contaminants of the short-

lived decay products of Th-232 are Rn-220 (54.5 sec), ThA (0.H sec)

and ThC* (0.3 ysec). As the contamination appears as soon as the source is

on, ThC' is eliminated as there is not enough time for appreciable amounts of

ThB and ThC to build-up, that might explain the results obtained. Hence, the

contaminants are reduced to Rn-220 and/or ThA. However, additional and

3

N

k&
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independent experionntation shows that the half-life of the contaminants is

at moat one second. Thua, ThA appears to be the major contributor to

contamination, par haps followed to a touch leaser extent by Rn-220. (This

topic is dealt with in greater detail elsewhere (28).) This hypothesis is

supported *>y apuctral data taken with the ULM-300 in conjunction with an

external multichannel analyzer. Figure 8 shows these data.

Froa rnii energy calibration of the WLM-300 detector (using standard

Pu-239, Aa-241, Cm-242, R*A, R a C , ThC and ThC1 sources, placed at the same

i distance froa the detector as the sampling filter) and a thorough examination

J of spectral changes observed during and after the tempting periods, in
r

i conjunction with half-lives data, the Hollowing can be summarized (28):

I 1. The peak at channel nus&sr •»< 330 corresponds to ThC1 deposited on the

filter (see Fig. 8(4}).

2. The peak At channel cumber •» 210 from Fig. 8(d), i.e., 3 min after :

removing the source, and other spectra taken at later times corresponds v \

to ThC deposited on the filter; {

3. The peaks appearing at channel numbers ~ 242 and ~ 354 correspond,

respectively, to ThC end ThC1 deposited directly on the detector, i.e., j
i

plate-out. This can be demonstrated by removing the active filter front i

the sampling head and replacing it by a blank filter and placing another •

blank filter on the detector to eliminate a-particles from plate-out on •

the sampling head (see Fig. 8(d)); '

4. From items 1, 2 and 3 one can recognize that the main peak of Fig. 8(b) , '

must contain ThC deposited in the filter (little kink marked with an arrow)

and ThC from plate-out in the detector. Furthermore, from a-energy

calibration data, the peak at channel number ~ 268 must correspond to ThA

from direct plate-out on the detector;



S. The niddl* peak between th« ThC peak from the filter, now clearly '

distinguishable in Fig. 8(c), end the ThA peak from detector plate-out.

it composed of Rn-220, ThA fron the filter and ThC froa plate-out on '$

the detector. f;

6. Figure 8(c) end (d) show that the energy shifts for ThC and ThC1 art

approximately 0.7 HeV and O.S MeV, respectively. As confirmed by

experiment, the energy shift should be smeller at higher a-energies.

The contamination problea indicated in Fig. 6 and 7, and the spectral

data of Fig. 8 (discussed in item 1 to 6) provides a partial answer to the

experimental results illustrated in Fig. S, i.e., experiments! ratio cpm/

WL(Tn) greater than the theoretical ratio. (Notice that the theoretical

contribution of ThA is negligible compared with that of ThE ftcd ThC - this )

can be demonstrated by substituting half-lives data into the pertinent

analytical expressions given above - and hence, it has not been included in

the theoretical results cf Table 2. The contribution from Rn-220 has not been

included in the calculations because being an inert radioactive gss of molecular

size, it is not trapped in the filter.)

In addition to the above, the WLM-300 detector a-counting efficiency

for thoron daughters is most likely different (higher) than that for Am-241,

as previously discussed. This is compounded by plate-out of decay products

in the detector. Thus, o-particles from a given decay product are detected

at two different energy regions, clearly differentiated by about 0.6 MeV, one

region coming from deposition in the filter (lower energy) and the higher

energy region originating from plate-out of the decay product on the detector

surface.

A drawback of a radiation instrument operating on a quasi- or pseudo-

time integrating fashion, such as the one tested hers is that of its time response.
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i.e., the response to sudden changes in the atmospheric radiation level.

Thua, because of the way the instrument operates, each differential reading

gives *n a-count, during a 6 rain or 60 Bin (optional) sampling time, and UL

which not only depends on the value of the actual count, but also on the

previous one, i.e., it depends on both tha actual activity on the filter at

the time of the measurement and the filter activity history. This problem

is illustrated in Fig. 6 and 7 where cpa and WL(Tn) should drop to rero

shortly after removal of the souvce. However, because of the activity present

on the filter at the time of the sudden change, the readings given by the

instrument only decrease in vlua with a time constant directly related to

the decay products mixture and their respective half-lives. This time constant

is quite low in the case of thoron daughters because the decay is mainly

determined by the half-life of ThB (10.6 h ) . Thus, it may tak* a relatively
3

long time (about 2 h) for the instrument to respond appreciably to the sudden |

change in atmospheric activity as the one indicated above. In the case of '
j

redon daughters the response is much faster because of the much shorter half- |

lives of RaC (3.05 m) and RaC-RoC' (19.7 m, in equilibrium). But even in the j

case of radon daughters about 20 tain will elapse before a positive wh"i«e can j

be ascertained. The growth of activity in the filter under a constant ;

radiation level poses another problem as Tables 1 and 2 show. Thus, the 1

instrument reading will steadily increase until a steady-state is reached. ,

i

For radon daughters this state occurs after about 2.5 h of continuous sampling, •

whereas for thoron daughters it will take over 10 h. In other words, no «

reliable OT accurate measurements can be done before tbp.se times, unless ,

calibration or adequate correction factOiS are calculated or applied. In

summary, the instrument will perform reliably under reasonably constant

radiation levels for sampling times longer than about 2 h (10 h) for radon
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(thoron) daughters. For sudden changes in the radiation level there will be

a time-lag response„ the magnitude of which will depend on the decay products

under consideration, their half-lives and ratios. For radon daughter/thoron

daughter mixtures the behaviour of the instrument will lie somewhere between

that for 'pure' radon daughters and 'pure' thoron daughters, and will be

determined by the ratio of radon daughters to thoron daughters. The difficulties

O"t?*nti above could b^ avoided by using a filter cartridge with automatic

filter advance. Hence, each sample would be taken with a different filter.

However, other difficulties would arise.

CONCLUSIONS

The WLM-300 has been tested under n range of environmental conditions

including relative humidity, aerosol concentration end radon (thoron) daughter

concentrat ions.

It has been found that the instrument appreciably underestimates

WL(Rn), experimental observation which is mainly attributed to plate-out of

decay products in the sampling head. This hypothesis is supported by the feet

that closer agreement with grab-sampling data is obtained at higher aerosol

concentrations. At low aerosol concentrations (about 10s cm"3) WL(Rn) as

determined by the WLM-r,00 was about half that obtained by grab-sampling

techniques. Broullard (29) has extensively tested the WLM-300 and also found

appreciable disagreement between instrument reading and grab-sampling data.

Plate-out and 'contamination' of the sampling head and detector wao

found in the case of thoron daughters. Preliminary studies seem to indicate

that the contamination reported here is due to ThA and Rn-220. Plate-out of

several decay products in the detector itself has been observed. The spectra

obtained is double-shifted, the separation between the spectra from the filter

1
1
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and that from plate-out on the detector being on the order of 0.6 M*V.

Partial agreement has been found between theoretical and experimental

data. Tha differences noted are attributed to plate-out and contamination

and to uncertainties in the a-counting efficiency of the WLM-300 detector and

the conversion factor used internally by the instrument to convert fount rate

into WL.

Because of the nature of the physical processes and mechanisms

involved, the instrument cannot respond fast enough to sudden changes of

radiation level, showing a tine-lag which depends upon the half-livei of the

decay products accumulated on the instrument sampling filter. Furthermore,

the instrument will not give reliable information until a steady-state condition

is reached, i.e., until tha a-count remains independent of time assuming the

instrument to operate under constant flow-rate conditions and constant decay . }

products concentrations. /

Because of plate-out of decay products partly caused by the mechanical

configuration of the sampling head and the material used in its construction,

(juice susceptible to electrostatic charge deposition, we strongly recommend the

sampling head be substantially modified, .A means of monitoring pump flow-rate

should also be implemented.

Notwithstanding the above criticism, the WLM-300 should prove a very

useful instrument for environmental area monitoring, surface and underground,

provided some changes in the sampling head and conversion factor are made.

(Note: since the writing of this report a new sampling head has been designed i

by EDA with seemingly improved results.) Finally, it should be indicated that

some of the problems discussed here are of a general nature for time-integrating

monitors and hence not solely confined to the monitor tested here.
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